ADDENDUM No. 3
Request for Competitive Sealed Proposals (CSP)
20CSP050 Renovations at Linder Elementary School

November 22, 2019

Received by bidder:

Date:_______________________________

Name:_______________________________

Signature:___________________________

Item 1: Updates to Drawings

The drawings are updated as outlined below, and are available at Miller IDS under 20CSP050.

1. Sheet M2.1A – Sheet keynotes clarified so that keynotes denote sheet number.
2. Sheet M2.1B – Sheet keynotes clarified so that keynotes denote sheet number.
3. Sheet M2.1C – Sheet keynotes clarified so that keynotes denote sheet number.
4. Sheet M2.1D – Sheet keynotes clarified so that keynotes denote sheet number.
5. Sheet M3.0 – Route for refrigeration lines to roof clarified.
6. Sheet M3.1A – Sheet keynotes clarified so that keynotes denote sheet number.
7. Sheet M3.1B – Sheet keynotes clarified so that keynotes denote sheet number.
8. Sheet M3.1C – Sheet keynotes clarified so that keynotes denote sheet number.
9. Sheet M3.1D – Sheet keynotes clarified so that keynotes denote sheet number.
10. Sheet M3.1D – Route added for refrigerant lines to roof.
11. Sheet M3.1D – Note Added for refrigeration piping support on the roof.
12. Sheet M4.0 – Detail Added for piping support.

Item 2: Clarification

General Electrical Note:
Provide power to all data equipment and all electrical devices in the MDF Room. Provide temporary wire from the generator to data room panel in the mechanical room. The MDF room to be powered up 15 minutes prior to building electrical shutdown. Disconnect temporary power 30 minutes after normal power has been restore and stabilized.